Borrowing contract for the Villa Paulig Cargo Bicycle
This form must be filled before borrowing the Villa Paulig Cargo Bicycle. By signing the
contract the borrowee agrees to the conditions on the other side of this paper.
Borrowee fills
First name and surname

Date of birth

E-mail

Phone number

Street address, postal code and city

Accessories borrowed

□ Orange box cover
□ Green rain canopy for passengers

□ Other, what:

□ The borrowee is under 18 years old.
Caretaker’s signature, printed name (clearly written) and phone number

Borrowee’s signature

Borrowing organisation fills
Date and time of borrowing

Date and time of return

Additional information

Signature and printed name of the person of the organisation

Phone number

□ Friends of the Earth Helsinki Region
□ Finnish Nature League at Uusimaa District
□ 4H organisations at Helsinki Region
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Borrowing conditions for the Villa Paulig Cargo Bicycle
The subject of this agreement is borrowing the Villa Paulig cargo bicycle, model Workcycles
KR8, and its accessories. The bicycle has the logos of Nuorisoasiainkeskus (City of Helsinki
Youth services), Friends of the Earth, 4H and Finnish Nature League (Luonto-Liitto) and the
text ”Pauligin huvila, Mechelininkatu 36”. The regular accessories that are borrowed every time
are a locking cable and a cyclist’s first aid kit. Additional accessories are the orange box cover
and the green rain canopy.
The borrowee of the cargo bicycle must show a proof of identity and place a deposit of €50 in
cash. A borrowee under 18 years must have their caretaker’s approval, which the caretaker does
by giving their signature, printed name and phone number.
The cargo bicycle and accessories are borrowed for one (1) week. After the goods are borrowed,
the load time can be extended for in one week perioids, if the bicycle has not been reserved for
the next week. One borrowee may have only one (1) reservation of the bicycle at the same
time.
The borrowee is responsible of the the bicycle and accessories until they are returned. The
borrowee is responsible that the goods are returned in the same condition as when borrowed. If
the goods or some part of then becomes broken, is stolen or is returned in a permanently
unusable condition, the borrowee must compensate the damages by new or similar goods at
their own cost. If the cargo bicycle is returned significantly dirty, the borrowing organisation
does not pay back the deposit as charging for the cleaning.
The borrowing organisation takes a copy of the contract.
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